
Blast Furnace and Stoves
Application Note

• E U R O T H E R M ® F L E X I B L E S O L U T I O N S •

Blast furnace
The blast furnace area provides the raw material for steel-making. Iron
produced in the blast furnace contains a high proportion of carbon,
typically 4%, and lacks any of the additives needed to give the steel its
various special properties.

Chemical & physical aspects of iron-making
Figure 1 shows a schematic of a blast furnace and indicates the chemical
reactions which take place in each area.  This section discusses the physical
properties of the materials at each stage of the iron-making process, and
considers the conditions which encourage the chemical reactions.

Figure 1  Blast furnace

Monitor burden passage
The furnace is charged with sinter pellets and rubble ore (iron-bearing
materials), flux and coke. Conventionally, the materials are charged
through a rotating hopper distributor and two-bell system, although many
modern furnaces have the Paul Wurth bell-less top which uses a rotating
chute.  Correct distribution at the furnace top is achieved by controlling
the feed rate and the order in which the materials are fed in.

At the top of the blast furnace stack, indirect reduction of 
the iron ore by carbon monoxide takes place:

3Fe2O3 + CO ➝ 2Fe3O4 + CO2

Fe3O4 + CO ➝ 3FeO + CO2

The iron-bearing ore and pellets then undergo low temperature
breakdown, where the particle size is broken down.  With some grades of
ore, this can result in a large amount of fine material, which causes poor
aerodynamic characteristics in the stack.  It may fluidise and the furnace
will not then ‘drive’ efficiently, causing output to drop.

At the bottom of the furnace, stack temperatures exceed 900-1000°C and
the iron-bearing material can swell up, again causing low output,
particularly when sinter pellets are used.
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When the iron is hot enough to soften, two more reactions begin;
carbon solution loss

C + O2 ➝ CO2
CO2 + C ➝ 2CO

and direct reduction

FeO + C ➝ Fe + CO
MnO + C ➝ Mn + CO
P2O5 + 5C ➝ P2 + 5CO
SiO2 + 2C ➝ Si + 2CO

The best coke rate conditions are when maximum indirect reduction
has taken place and before direct reduction begins.  This is achieved
by correct charge distribution and by using materials that are easy
enough to reduce.

As softening progresses and the rate of reaction between coke and
iron oxide increases, primary slag formation starts.

The final result of the movement of material through the furnace is
the accumulation of molten iron and slag in the furnace hearth.  Slag
is the less dense material and it floats on the surface of the iron.
There are tapholes or ‘notches’ at different heights in the hearth, so
the iron and the slag can be tapped off separately through channels
in the cast house floor.

Once solid, the slag takes the form of volcanic-like rock, and is sold
mainly as infill material.  The iron is now ready to be sent to the steel
plant for further chemical processing (see Steel making application
note).

Stoves
The hot blast air is produced by passing cold blast air through
preheated chambers or ‘stoves’, and heating the air to above 1000°C.

The stove is first heated up by burning gas and combustion air within
the chamber and allowing the heat to be absorbed into the
brickwork, or ‘chequerwork’.  This mode is called on-gas.  When
sufficient heat has been absorbed, the stove is put on-blast.  In this
mode, no combustion takes place, but cold blast air is forced through
the stove and absorbs the heat to become hot blast.  This is then
mixed with cold blast to bring it to the right temperature, and is then
forced into the blast furnace via the tuyeres near its base, as shown
in Figure 2.

It is quite common to have three or four stoves, so that at any time
one stove is on-blast while the others are on-gas or boxed.  A boxed
stove has been heated up to temperature and sealed, so that it is
ready to go on-blast.  If one stove is down for repair, it is possible to
run on just two stoves.
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Figure 2  Stoves schematic

Stove changeover
Figure 2 shows the layout of a typical stove system.  The procedure for
changing over from one stove to another is as follows:

● assume stove 2 is on-blast and stove 1 is heated up and boxed
ready for use

● valve 1 of stove 1 is opened first, allowing cold blast into the stove
to pressurise it

● valve 2 of stove 1 is opened, so that stoves 1 and 2 are now on
blast

● stove 2 now comes off blast by shutting valves 1 and 2 of stove 2

Stove 2 is now put on-gas, to heat up again, now that its stored energy
has been used.  Valves 3 and 4 of stove 2 are opened during this stage,
allowing gas and air to enter the stove, and the waste gases to leave
once the gas has been burned.  When the stove is up to temperature
these valves are closed again, leaving the stove boxed.

Gas enrichment
The waste gas produced by the furnace is used as fuel in many areas of
the steel works.  Generally, however, its calorific value is very low and it
requires the addition of natural gas and/or coke oven gas.

Figure 3 shows a typical control scheme, where the blast furnace gas
flow rate is inferred by subtracting the natural gas and coke oven gas
flow rates from the total mixed gas flow rate.  This calculated value is
then used as a ratio setpoint for the natural gas and coke oven gas
control blocks, keeping the proportion of each type of gas entering the
stove constant and achieving the desired calorific value of the total
mixed gas.

Figure 3  Gas enrichment control
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Oxygen enrichment of cold blast
It has been proven that a small increase in the oxygen content of the
cold blast, to 22-24% instead of the 21% O2 content of normal air,
improves the efficiency of the furnace.

The control scheme includes O2 analysis and independent shutdown
equipment, but only the controller and its I/O will be discussed here.
Figure 4 shows a schematic for this part of the process.

Figure 4  Oxygen enrichment of cold blast

The cold blast flow is measured and oxygen is injected into the main,
controlled by a ratio control block with the control blast flow as a
ratioed PV.  The actual O2 content of the cold blast is also measured,
and this signal is used to trim the ratio of the oxygen to the cold blast,
maintaining a constant value.

When a high O2 alarm is activated, the usual requirement is that the
O2 control valve is immediately closed.  Additional and separate alarm
circuitry shuts the isolation valves.  The control valve closes due to the
track action of the controller.

Stoves combustion control
Three control modules are required in order to achieve the following:

● dome temperature control

● air flow control

● gas flow control

The gas flow into the stoves is measured and controlled to a local
setpoint.  The gas flow reading is used as a setpoint for the air flow
ratio controller.  The combustion control mechanism is similar to the
one described in the Soaking Pits Application Note.

The O2 reading trims the air/fuel ratio, until the dome temperature
nears its required value - then the dome temperature controller
output replaces the O2 trim signal activated by the dome controller
high target temperature.  This action increases the air flow to the
stove, while keeping the gas flow constant.  This mode is known as
excess air, and has the effect of increasing the heat distribution in the
stove while cooling the stove dome.  A steady temperature is
maintained within the stove, and the heat is absorbed into the
chequerwork.

This on-gas phase continues until the stove has absorbed enough heat,
when it can be boxed or put back on blast.

Hot blast temperature control
After leaving the stoves, the hot blast enters the base of the blast
furnace via the tuyeres.  It passes up through the furnace, reacting
with the coke, ores and fluxes, and emerges as top gas, containing
mainly CO and CO2.  The upwards pressure from the gases supports
the burden, so that there is a pressure drop of 1.4 bar across the
burden, irrespective of the top gas pressure.  With this pressure
difference, the furnace permeability is good - i.e. the materials move
downwards through the furnace at the right speed.

The hot blast temperature needs to be kept constant, to maintain good
furnace efficiency.  The temperature of the hot blast leaving the stove
decreases as the stove cools down, so to achieve a constant
temperature the hot blast is mixed with cold blast in the mixing
chamber (see Figure 2).

The proportion of hot to cold blast is controlled by a control module
which also throttles the cold blast to the stoves.  As the stove’s 
energy is used up, the hot blast temperature falls, and the amount of
cold blast which is mixed with it is decreased.  The flow of cold blast
into the stove is also reduced, so that the gases spend longer in the
stove to absorb the heat.

The hot blast temperature control scheme is depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 5  Hot blast temperature control

Tuyere flows control

The hot blast air and natural gas are injected into the blast furnace
through tuyeres distributed around the perimeter, typically 24 or 36 off.

Figure 6  Tuyere control

Whilst the overall natural gas flow is ratioed to the cold blast flow, each
individual tuyere also has natural gas to hot blast air ratio control.
Figure 6 illustrates the use of one control module to ratio the natural
gas flow to hot blast air for one tuyere.

Additional analogue inputs are used to check for water leakage within
the tuyere by comparing inlet and outlet water flows.
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